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J.~'U' T~~ylo)l:'. I. J. and Eney, W. 3.
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JA~ Taylor. I. J. and Easy, ~. J.
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\ .
JAS Taylor, I. J. aad Eney. W. JJ.
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JA6 Taylor, I. Jo
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ASCI, Vol. 121, Part IV,p. 391,1962 0
It. '1 Fang, H. Y. and SCMub, James. It
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logs, Second International Confelence on the Structural Design·
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"Theoretical Analysis of Special ProblGms
CODtlnuously Rei~oX'ced Concrete Pavements".
tug Laboratory )leport No. 256.2, 1958
Bl0 Taylor, I. J.
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"An Jmperimantsl Study on the Influelllce of Continuous
llelnforcement on tile Crack Pattern of Long Concrete Pevemanta".
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'~otes on the Possible Bauschinger Effect on th~
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Pavement". Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 256.6,
1958.
B14 Cooper, Peter, B.
uRe1nforcement Overlap Tests".
Pritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 256.10, Sept. 1960.
815 Hanson, Roger, M.
IIFooting ConUet Preosure Set by Compressibility Dat3 ft
Fritz Bngineering Laboratory Report No. 254 .. 164, 1961.
B16 Kocsoglu, Dundar
"An Investigation of Overlap railures in Continuously
Reinforced Concret.e Pavements". Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Report No. 256.12, 1962.
B17 Taylor. 1. J., Liebig, J. 0., Jr. snd Eney, W. J.
'~;Qnt1nuou81yReinforced Concrete Pavement on U. S.
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ing Laboratory Report No. 256.9, Peb., 1962.
BiB T~ylor, I. J ..
uExperimental Pavement on 1I. S. Route 111 in l'i!elW "lo~:k
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Report No. 256.,11 J Msreh; 1962.
B19 Pung, H. Y.
tiFscil1tiea of the So11 Mechanics LsboratoryU, Fritz
Engineering Laboratory Report No. 237 .. 38, Dec., 1966.
820 Curda, Joseph, J., Jr.
"Development of Automatic Liquid Limit Device". Fritz
Engineering Laboratory Report No. 134.1, March, 1967.
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"Consolidation test Studies", C.E. 440, Fritz Eo,gineer-
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C2 rungaroli, A.
"An Apprahsl of the Methods Used to Obtain Subsu:dace
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C16 Yer1ic!, V. A.
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Concrete Highway Pavements". Fritz Engineering Laboratory
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uReview of the Theory and Application of Sand Dra1nQ",
C.Eo 440, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No o ~54.148,
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"Tbe Stres8G Strain Propertiea of Lime-Stabilized Kaolin Clay",
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e21 Husseini, Zo
'~he Vertical Earth Pressure on Culver\;s", C.Bo Report,
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 354 0 164, Hay, 1961.
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Stabilized Grundite". C.E. 440, Frj,tz Engineering Laboratory
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"An Investigat:lon of Overlap Failures in C ontiouously
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C24 McCarthy, D. 1.
"Compression Characteristics of Compacted Micaceous Soils",
14.S~ The13is, Fritz Bngineering Laboratory R.eport No. 354.119,
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"Analysis of s Factorially Designed Expertment on Lime
Stabilized 1\!re Cll';lY Materials", C. E. 440, Fritz Engineering
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"A Study of Compaction and Compressibility of Natural
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Report No. 254.261, JaDo, 1964.
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